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SINGULARITIES OF GENERAL FIBERS AND THE LMMP
ZSOLT PATAKFALVI AND JOE WALDRON
Abstract. We use the theory of foliations to study the relative canonical divisor of a normalized inseparable
base-change. Our main technical theorem states that it is linearly equivalent to a divisor with positive
integer coefficients divisible by p − 1. We deduce many consequences about the fibrations of the minimal
model program: for example the general fibers of terminal Mori fiber spaces of relative dimension 2 are
normal in characteristic p ≥ 5 and smooth in characteristic p ≥ 11.
1. Introduction
In characteristic zero, the general fiber of a fibration between smooth varieties is smooth, which no longer
holds in positive characteristic. Indeed, the general fiber may be non-normal or even non-reduced. It could
be hoped that if one has sufficient control of the invariants of the varieties involved, it might be possible to
bound this behavior to small primes. An example of this is the fact that quasi-elliptic surfaces exist only in
characteristics 2 and 3. This can be seen as a consequence of Tate’s genus change formula, which implies
that if X is a regular geometrically reduced curve over k and Y is the normalization of the base change by
Frobenius of k then the degree of ωY/X is divisible by p− 1 (see [28], or [26] for a modern interpretation).
We are interested in generalizing this statement to higher dimensions and to the geometrically non-
reduced case. Our main motivation is to restrict bad behavior to small primes for the fibrations of the
Minimal Model Program, such as Mori fiber spaces and the Iitaka fibration, as this phenomenon seems to
be a cornerstone of the Minimal Model Program in positive characteristic.
First, we state our general result, which is the generalization of the aforementioned Tate’s genus change
formula. Tanaka has recently studied the effect of Frobenius base change on canonical divisors in [27],
essentially proving that ωY/X is effective in arbitrary dimensions. We extend this by proving that it can be
chosen so that its coefficients are non-negative integers divisible by p − 1. In particular, our result covers
the case where X is not geometrically reduced. Note that the theorem as stated below is about varieties
over non-closed fields. To apply it to fibrations f : X → T over algebraically closed fields one simply applies
it to the generic fiber of the fibration, which is a variety over the non-closed field K(T ).
Theorem 1.1. Let X be a normal scheme of finite type over a field k of characteristic p > 0, such that
k is algebraically closed in K(X). Let k′/k be a field extension and Y be the normalization of the reduced
subscheme of X ⊗k k′. Then there is an effective Weil divisor C on Y such that KY + (p− 1)C ∼ φ∗KX ,
where φ : Y → X is the natural map.
In the case where X ⊗k k′ is reduced, it turns out that our C is determined canonically, and while its
method of construction is different, (p−1)C turns out to be equal to the usual conductor of the normalization.
Theorem 1.2. Under the notations and assumptions of Theorem 1.1, if in addition X ⊗k k′ is reduced
and X is proper over k, then C can be chosen so that (p − 1)C is equal to the divisorial part of the usual
conductor scheme. In other words, the coefficients of the conductor divisor are divisible by p− 1.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 is geometric, that is, we reduce it to fibrations via taking
adequate subrings of k and k′ that are finitely generated as algebras over Fp. Then, the main idea is to
view the base change and the normalization of the corresponding fibration as a quotient by a foliation. The
most important step is then to show that the Weil divisor which appears in the canonical bundle formula
for quotient by a foliation can be taken to be effective in our situation.
As a result, we obtain the following by restricting to the general fiber:
Corollary 1.3. Let X be a normal variety over a perfect field k of characteristic p > 0, and let f : X → T
be a proper morphism to a normal variety over k, whose generic fiber is geometrically reduced. Then, the
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divisorial part of the conductor on the normalization of a general fiber Xt has positive integer coefficients
divisible by p− 1.
Next we deduce some geometric consequences of Theorem 1.1, bounding the existence of bad fibrations.
We start with a result which applies to arbitrary dimensional varieties.
Theorem 1.4. If f : X → T is a proper fibration between normal varieties over a field k of characteristic
p > 0, f∗OX = OT , such that a general fiber of f is not normal and one of the following holds:
(a) KX ≡f 0 or
(b) X is Q-factorial, −KX is ample/T and ρ(X/T ) = 1
then the normalization Y of the maximal reduced subscheme of the general fiber cannot be smooth if p > p0
where
p0 =
{
dim(X)− dim(T ) + 2, in case (a)
dim(X)− dim(T ) + 1, in case (b)
In particular, the above statements pertain to the Iitaka fibration and to Mori fiber spaces respectively.
We can say more for fibrations of relative dimension 2, in particular for Mori fiber spaces with terminal
singularities:
Theorem 1.5. Let X be a normal, projective and Gorenstein surface over a field k of characteristic p > 0,
with k algebraically closed in K(X), and such that −KX is ample. If p > 3 then X is geometrically normal.
Further details about the possibilities for the normalized base change are given before the proof as
Theorem 4.1. Combining Theorem 1.5 with arguments from [11, 5.1] and [25] we also deduce generic
smoothness for terminal Fano fibrations in sufficiently large characteristics:
Corollary 1.6. Let f : X → Z be a projective fibration of relative dimension 2 with f∗OX = OZ over a
perfect field of characteristic p ≥ 11, such that −KX is ample over Z. Then a general fiber of f is smooth.
It then follows from generic smoothness and [4, 4.8] that if C is a rational curve, X is separably rationally
connected.
Corollary 1.7. Let f : X → P1k be a projective fibration with f∗OX = OP1k from a terminal threefold over
a perfect field of characteristic p ≥ 11, such that −KX is ample over P1k. Then X is separably rationally
connected.
A special case of Theorem 1.4 which is worth mentioning in its own right, is the analogue of quasi-elliptic
surfaces with higher dimensional base. This also appeared recently in [29].
Corollary 1.8. Let f : X → B be a proper fibration with f∗OX = OT , generically of relative dimension 1
between normal varieties, over a field k of characteristic p ≥ 5, such that KX is numerically trivial over a
non-empty open subset of B. Then a general fiber is a smooth curve of genus 1.
As an application of our geometric results, we study Kodaira vanishing for terminal Mori fiber spaces.
Examples of del Pezzo surfaces over imperfect fields for which Kodaira vanishing fails are known to exist
in characteristic 2, for example [18] and [24]. We prove that such surfaces do not exist in characteristics at
least 5, as a special case of the following:
Theorem 1.9. Let X be a normal projective variety over a field k of characteristic p, such that either
(a) −KX is an ample Q-Cartier divisor and p > 2 dimX, or
(b) −KX is a nef Q-Cartier divisor and p > 2 dimX + 1.
Let L be an ample Cartier divisor on X. Then H1(X,OX(−L)) = 0.
We then use this together with our previous results to prove that smooth threefolds admitting a Mori
fiber space structure of relative dimension 2 in characteristic p ≥ 5 satisfy Kodaira vanishing for H2. We
note that here we use the usual definition, which is that f : X → T is a smooth Mori fiber space if X is
smooth, −KX is f -ample, and ρ(X/T ) = 1.
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Theorem 1.10. Let f : X → T be a smooth projective 3-fold admitting a Mori fiber space to a smooth
curve over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p ≥ 5 and let L be an ample Cartier divisor on X.
Then H2(X,OX(KX + L)) = 0.
Furthermore if p ≥ 11, then the following isomorphism of k-vector spaces holds:
H1(X,OX(KX + L)) ∼=
⊕
t ∈ T closed point,
(Xt)red is non-normal,
H1
(
Xt,−L|Xt
)
6= 0
(
R1f∗OX(KX + L)
)
t
,
where
(
R1f∗OX(KX + L)
)
t
denotes the stalk (not the fiber) of the corresponding sheaf, which stalk is Ar-
tinian and non-zero.
Remark 1.11. The moral of the part of Theorem 1.10 pertaining toH1(X,KX+L) is that Kodaira vanishing
holds (for the fixed line bundle L) in this cohomological degree if and only if it holds for all fibers which
have non-normal reduced structures. In characteristic zero the latter vanishing is somehow forced due to
global reasons. It is not clear whether or not any bad behavior can happen in high enough characteristics.
1.1. Organization of the paper. In Section 2 we review some necessary background. In Section 3 we
prove our main technical statements (Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.11), which is the canonical bundle formula
for inseparable base-changes reformulated for geometric fibrations. Then, in Section 4, we establish the
geometric consequences and in Section 5 the Kodaira vanishing statement.
Acknowledgments. We would like to thank Gavin Brown for asking the question about normality and
reducedness of fibers of Mori fiber spaces which partially motivated the project, Andrea Fanelli, Omprokash
Das and Johan de Jong for the useful conversations, and Hiromu Tanaka for useful comments and for
pointing out [3].
2. Preliminaries
A variety over a field k is a separated, integral scheme of finite type over k. Fibration in this article
means a surjective map of varieties over some field k. Our fields may be imperfect unless otherwise stated.
2.1. Generic and general fibers. Let f : X → B be a morphism of varieties over a field k. The generic
fiber X of f is the scheme X ×B Spec(k(η)) where η is the generic point of B. This is a scheme over K(B),
the function field of B. The geometric generic fiber of f is the scheme X ×K(B) K(B). By saying that a
general fiber of f satisfies a certain property, we mean that there is a non-empty open subset U ⊂ B such
that the scheme theoretic fiber over every closed point of U satisfies that property.
In general, if k is perfect, the properties of the geometric generic fiber reflect those of a general fiber (as
stated in Proposition 2.1) while the properties of the generic fiber reflect those of X .
Proposition 2.1. Let f : X → B be a morphism of varieties over a perfect field k. Then the geometric
generic fiber is normal (resp. regular, reduced) if and only if a general fiber is normal (resp. regular,
reduced).
Proof. Although the statement is well known to experts, we list some references and facts from which it can
be put together. The claim that geometric normality (resp. geometric regularity and geometric reducedness)
are open properties (in B) is shown in [6, Thm 6.9.1], [7, Thm 12.1.1]. Then it follows that these properties
hold for the geometric generic fiber if and only if they hold for fibers over a non-empty open set. To conclude,
one has to show that for perfect ground fields the geometric and the non-geometric versions of these three
notions coincide. For reduced this is [9, Exc 3.15.b]. For normal it is easiest is to think about it as S2 +R1
noting that Sn is invariant under base extension (e.g., [6, Prop 5.3.1]) and for finite type schemes over
perfect fields smoothness is equivalent to regularity (e.g. [5, Thm 22.5.8]). 
Lemma 2.2. Let f : X → T be a morphism of varieties and π : Y → X the normalization of X. Suppose
that for a general point t ∈ T , Yt is normal. Then Yt is the normalization of Xt.
Proof. This follows from the universal property of normalization: If Z → Xt is a morphism from a normal
variety, we get a morphism Z → X , which therefore factors through Z → Y and hence through Z → Yt. 
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2.2. Reflexive sheaves. Let F be a reflexive coherent sheaf on a normal variety X , meaning that the
natural map F → F∗∗ is an isomorphism. Denote by F [n] the nth reflexive power of F , that is, (F⊗n)∗∗.
We define the rank of F to be the dimension of Fη where η the generic point ofX . We define the determinant
of a rank r reflexive sheaf F to be (∧rF)∗∗. We take the double dual to ensure that the determinant is a
rank 1 reflexive sheaf, that is, it determines a class of Weil divisors. For details on the properties of reflexive
sheaves see [10].
Let X be a normal variety over a field k. Then we set ΩX := ΩX/k to be the sheaf of Ka¨hler differentials
on X over k, and define the tangent sheaf TX to be Ω∗X . Then TX can be also viewed the sheaf of derivations
on X . More precisely, on an affine open set U ⊆ X with A := Γ(U,OX), TX corresponds to the A-module
HomA(ΩA/k, A). Then according to the universal property of Ka¨hler differentials, the latter is isomorphic to
Derk(A), so TX over U corresponds to Derk(A). Note, that if k is perfect, the regular locus Xreg is smooth
over k (e.g. [5, Thm 22.5.8]), and hence TX |Xreg is locally free of rank dimX .
An open set ι : U →֒ X is called big if codimX(X \ U) ≥ 2. A coherent sheaf is reflexive if and only
if ι∗(F|U ) ∼= F for a big open set U via the natural morphism between the two [10, Prop 1.6]. This in
particular shows that saturated subsheaves of reflexive sheaves are reflexive (where saturated can be defined
equivalently either by requiring the stalks to be saturated submodules or by requiring that sections are in
the subsheaf if and only if they are in it at the generic point). Also, as TX is a reflexive sheaf by [10, Cor
1.2], if k is perfect it is equal to the extension of the locally free sheaf of derivations on Xreg to X via the
above description of reflexive sheaves.
2.3. Frobenius Morphisms. In this subsection, let X be a scheme over a field k of characteristic p > 0.
Definition 2.3. There exists an endomorphism denoted FrX : X → X (or just Fr if there is no ambiguity)
called the absolute Frobenius, induced by the pth power maps on rings.
Definition 2.4. Let X(−1) := X ⊗k k where the right hand map is Frk. The induced k-morphism FX/k :
X → X(−1) is called the relative Frobenius. We denoted it by F if X and k are clear from the context.
Remark 2.5. If k is perfect then X(−1) is isomorphic to X as a scheme, but not as a k-scheme. In that case
we can also denote the relative Frobenius by F : X(1) → X . Unless otherwise specified, F will be relative
to the ground field.
2.4. Foliations. In this subsection we describe a correspondence between certain finite purely inseparable
morphisms and certain subsheaves of TX .
Definition 2.6. We say that a purely inseparable morphism f : X → Y of characteristic p schemes is of
height 1 if there exists a morphism g : Y → X such that g ◦ f = Fr.
Definition 2.7. Let X be a normal variety over a perfect field of characteristic p > 0. By a foliation on X
we mean a subsheaf F ⊂ TX which is saturated and closed under p-powers. (Note that in characteristic p,
if d is a derivation then the composition of p copies of d as a function is also a derivation: this is what we
mean by p-powers.)
Remark 2.8. Usually in the above definition it is also required that F is closed under Lie-brackets. However,
this follows from the p-closedness assumption according to [3].
Proposition 2.9. Let X be a normal variety over a perfect field k of characteristic p > 0. Then, there is
a 1-to-1 correspondence as follows:
finite purely inseparable k-morphisms f : X → Y
of height 1 with Y normal
←→ foliations F ⊆ TX
This correspondence is given by:
• →: F is the sheaf of derivations that vanish on OY ⊆ OX (X and Y have the same topological space,
so this containment does make sense), and
• ←: Y = SpecX A, where A is the subsheaf of OX that is taken to zero by all the sections of F .
Furthermore, morphisms of degree pm correspond to foliations of rank m.
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Proof. The correspondence is shown in the following diagram, where we comment below the diagram on the
arrows. We denote by η the generic point of X .
1.) height 1 finite purely inseparable
k-morphisms f : X → Y to normal
varieties
OO

7.) foliations F ⊆ TX
2.) coherent subsheaves OX ⊇ A ⊇
OpX of normal rings
OO

6.) p-closed K(X)-linear subspaces
F of Tη ∼= HomOX,η (ΩX,η,OX,η) ∼=
Derk(K(X))

OO
3.) intermediate fields K(X) ⊇ L ⊇
K(X)p
OO

5.) p-closed K(X)-linear subspaces
of Der(K(X))

OO
4.) sub p-Lie algebras F , that is
K(X)-linear p-power and Lie bracket
closed subspaces of Der(K(X))
tt
44✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐
• 1.) ↔ 2.): In the downwards direction, set A := OY . Since f is finite and purely inseparable, it is a
homeomorphism, so A lives on the same space as OX and OpX . In the other direction set Y := SpecX A,
with k-algebra structure induced by the composition k → OX →֒ A.
• 2.)↔ 3.): In one direction, we pass to the local rings at η. In the other direction, A is the normalization
of OpX in L. This is an equivalence by the uniqueness of normalization.
• 3.)↔ 4.): This is the statement of [12, first paragraph on page 189].
• 4.) ↔ 5.): This is proved in [3]. The statement is that being a sub Lie algebra is automatic for a
p-closed subspace.
• 5.)↔ 6.): The only content here is that Der(K(X)) ∼= Derk(K(X)), that is an unconditional derivation
D of K(X) is automatically zero on k. Indeed, it is automatically zero onK(X)p, and since k is perfect,
k ⊆ K(X)p.
• 6.)↔ 7.): In one direction we set F := Fη. In the other direction, we put a section s of TX (over any
open set) into F , if and only if sη ∈ F . This yields the unique saturated subsheaf whose stalk at η is
F . Since, F is p-closed, so is F by saturatedness.
Now we are left to contemplate that this correspondence is indeed given in both directions as claimed
in the statement. By shrinking X small enough, we may assume that X is affine. Set F := Γ(X,F),
A := Γ(X,OX) and B := Γ(X,OY ). We see that our correspondence above agrees at the generic point η
with what we claimed in the statement. To show that it is true globally, we need to show two things:
(a) {∂ ∈ Derk(A)|∀f ∈ B : ∂(b) = 0} is saturated. As OX is torsion-free, we have: ∂(b) = 0 if and only if
∂η(bη) = 0, so ∂ being in the above subspace is decided at η, and hence, the above subspace of Derk(A)
is saturated.
(b) C := {f ∈ A|∀∂ ∈ F : ∂(f) = 0} is normal. Let a ∈ Cη be integral over C. As A is integrally closed,
a ∈ A must hold. Also, as a ∈ Cη, we have ∂η(a) = 0 for every ∂ ∈ F . Then using that we are working
in integral domains it follows that ∂(a) = 0 also holds, and hence a ∈ C.
In order to see the last claim, that morphisms of degree pm correspond to foliations of rank m, it is
enough to show that a field extension of degree pm corresponds to a p-closed subspace of dimension m.
Given a purely inseparable field extension Fm/F0 of degree p
m, we can produce a tower
Fm/Fm−1/.../F0
where Fi/F0 is of degree p
i. Therefore if we prove the claim for m = 1 we are done. But F1 ∼= F0[x]/(xp−α)
for some α ∈ F0, and so DerF0(F1) = 〈 ∂∂x 〉.
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
Proposition 2.10. Suppose Y → X is a finite purely inseparable k-morphism of height one between normal
varieties over a perfect field k of characteristic p > 0, and F the corresponding foliation. Then
ωY/X ∼= (detF)[p−1].
Proof. As both sides of the isomorphism in the statement are reflexive, we may restrict freely to any big open
set. In particular, we may assume that both X and Y are smooth over k and that F ⊆ TX is locally free.
Note that with these assumptions, both sides of the isomorphism become line bundles, and hence we may
also assume that k is algebraically closed. This is because two line bundles are isomorphic if and only if they
are isomorphic after some field extension, and the canonical sheaves are compatible with base-extension.
However, in this situation the statement was shown for example in [2, Prop 1.1, (1.3)]

2.5. Torsors and inseparable covers. In this subsection we describe a way to produce purely inseparable
covers which will be used in Section 5. Let X be a scheme, and L a line bundle on X . We can consider L
as a group scheme over X under addition. In characteristic p there is a morphism of group schemes L → Lp
which is surjective in the fpqc topology, and which has some kernel αL. Elements of H
1(X,αL) correspond
to αL-torsors, which in our situation are purely inseparable covers of degree p. In summary:
Theorem 2.11 ([2], [18]). Suppose L is a line bundle on a normal variety X over a field k of characteristic
p. Elements of the kernel of the Frobenius action
Fr∗ : H1(X,L)→ H1(X,Lp)
give rise to αL-torsors. Furthermore, the torsor arising from any non-trivial element of the kernel is non-
trivial, that is a purely inseparable cover of varieties of degree p.
Finally, if X is a projective, then any non-trivial αL-torsor Z is also a projective, G1 and S2 variety
which satisfies
ωZ ∼= f∗(ωX ⊗ Lp−1).
Proof. The corresponding statement in [2] assumes X is smooth in place of G1, and [18] extends this to
Gorenstein. However, the construction of Z does not depend on the singularities of X , and there exists a
Zariski cover of X by U ∼= Spec(A) such that f−1(U) ∼= Spec(A[x]/(xp − f)) for some f ∈ A with fp /∈ A.
It follows that Z is Gorenstein over Gorenstein points of X and S2 over S2 points of X . In the case of S2
this follows from [15, Proposition 5.2] for then it is enough that A[x]/(xp − f) is S2 as an A module, when
in fact it is free. The formula for ωZ is obtained by taking reflexive closures of the corresponding formula
which holds on the Gorenstein locus. 
2.6. Conductor ideal. In this subsection we collect together some facts about the conductor ideal.
Definition 2.12. A domain R has the property N-1 if its integral closure is a finite R-module.
Let R be an N-1 ring and S its normalization. Let a1b1 , . . . ,
ar
br
be generators of S as an R-module (ai, bi ∈
R). Define b :=
∏r
i=1 bi. Then SpecS → SpecR is an isomorphism over D(b), and Sb =
∑r
i=1Rai
b
bi
.
Indeed, a general element of the left side and of the right side of the above equation are (for ci ∈ R):(∑r
i=1 ci
ai
bi
)
b =
∑r
i=1 ci
(
ai
b
bi
)
. In particular, Sb is a non-empty ideal of S, which is also an ideal of R.
If R is also Noetherian, then there exists a maximal such ideal, as the set of such ideals is closed under
addition of ideals.
Definition 2.13. Let R be a Noetherian N-1 ring and S its normalization. The largest ideal of R which is
also an ideal of S is called the conductor. By the above remarks, this exists.
The following (well-known) lemma says that the divisorial part of the conductor appears in the canonical
bundle formula for normalization.
Lemma 2.14. Let f : X → Y be the normalization of an affine variety over a field k such that ωX ∼= OX
and ωY ∼= OY , and set S := Γ(X,OX) and R := Γ(Y,OY ). Then the image of the natural map ωX → f∗ωY
(which is recalled in the proof) is equal to the conductor ideal, where f∗ωY is identified with OX .
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Proof. First assume that X and Y are not necessarily affine, and ωX and ωY are assumed to be locally free.
We provide then the definition of the natural map ωX → f∗ωY compatible with restriction to open sets.
Let ξ : f∗ωX → ωY → (f∗OX)⊗OY ωY be the composition of the trace map with the natural inclusion. As
both the trace map and the inclusion are compatible with restriction to open sets, indeed, ξ is compatible
with restrictions to open sets. However, a priori ξ is only an OY -homomorphism, and we need to argue
that it is also an f∗OX -homomorphism. However, as f is an isomorphism over an open set U of Y , ξ is
an isomorphism over U , and hence ξ an f∗OX -homomorphism over U . As all the sheaves involved are
torsion-free, it follows then that ξ is also an f∗OX -homomorphism.
Consider now the special affine situation of the lemma. The map ξ can then be identified with the map
ζ : HomR(S,R)→ S defined by φ 7→ φ(1). It is enough to prove then that imζ = I, where I is the largest
ideal of R which is also an ideal of S.
For s ∈ S, denote by ms ∈ HomS(S, S) the multiplication by s. If s ∈ I, then ms ∈ HomR(S,R). As
ms(1) = s, it follows that I ⊆ imζ.
For the other direction we have to show that imζ is an ideal also in S. However, for this we only have to
show that ζ is S-linear which we have already seen, as ζ can be identified with ξ and S with f∗OX . 
2.7. Ne´ron-Severi groups.
Definition 2.15. Let f : X → S be a morphism of normal varieties. Then N1(X/S) is the R-vector space
of 1-cycles modulo numerical equivalence with respect to all Cartier divisors on X .
ρ(X/S) is the rank of N1(X/S).
Lemma 2.16. Let f : X → S be a morphism of normal varieties, and let φ : T → S be a purely inseparable
morphism. Let Y be a normal variety together with a purely inseparable morphism ψ : T → X which fits
into a diagram
Y X
T S
ψ
g f
φ
Then ρ(X/S) = ρ(Y/T ).
Proof. We can extend the diagram as follows, where top and bottom compositions are (global) Frobenius.
Y X Y
T S T
ψ
g f
φ
Pushforward of 1-cycles via the universal homeomorphism composition yields a bijective linear map
N1(X/S)→ N1(Y/T )→ N1(X/S)
as required.

3. The canonical bundle formula
3.1. The main theorem. The following theorem will imply Theorem 1.1 by restriction to the generic fiber
of a suitably constructed fibration. We reformulate the theorem in a geometric way in order to be able to
work over a perfect field and use the theory of foliations. The deduction of Theorem 1.1 from Theorem 3.1
will be given later in this subsection.
As we construct C via the theory of foliations, in order to prove Theorem 1.2, we need to relate our
divisor to the usual conductor. Here we will show first that the effective divisor C we find via foliations can
be canonically determined in the geometrically reduced case. In the next subsection we will show that this
agrees with the canonically determined conductor divisor. Thus the foliation method gives another way to
obtain the conductor divisor in our set-up, and also provides a new proof of the main result of [26].
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Theorem 3.1. Let X be a normal variety over a perfect field k of characteristic p > 0, and let f : X → T be
a morphism to a normal variety over k. Let τ : T ′ → T be a finite purely inseparable height one k-morphism
from a normal variety and let Z be the normalization of (the reduced subscheme associated to) X ×T T ′.
Set H ⊆ TT ′ to be the foliation associated to τ . Then the following statements hold:
(a) KZ/X ∼ (p− 1)D for some Weil divisor D on Z.
(b) There is a non-empty open set U ⊆ T ′ and an effective divisor C on g−1U satisfying −C ∼ D|g−1U ,
where g : Z → T ′ is the induced morphism.
From now assume in addition that X ×T T ′ is reduced. Then the following hold:
(c) There is natural way to choose C, which is unique after fixing U small enough.
(d) If T and T ′ are regular, then g∗ detH−D ∼ C for some effective divisor on C on Z. Furthermore, if
we trivialize KT on an open set, we obtain back the C of point(b).
Proof. Proof of point (a):
Let φ be the morphism Z → X . By the universal properties of product and normalization, there is a
morphism ψ : X → Z such that φ ◦ψ = Fr. Therefore φ is a k-morphism of height one and by [2] it is given
by a foliation F ⊆ TZ . In particular, by Proposition 2.10 we have ωZ/X ∼= (detF)[p−1]. So taking D to be
any Weil divisor in the class of detF yields (a).
Proof of point (b):
To show (b) we wish to show that after shrinking T , H0(Z, (detF)∗) 6= 0 holds. For this, it is enough
to exhibit an embedding F →֒ O⊕rZ for some integer r > 0. Given this we get a non-zero morphism
det(F)→ ∧rkF (O⊕rZ ) ∼= O⊕sZ for some s > 0, which gives a section of H0(Z, (detF)∗) by projection to one
of the factors. In fact, when the geometric generic fiber of f is reduced, then we will make a more canonical
choice, which we describe in the proof of point (c). However, this canonical choice does not matter for the
proof of (b), so we defer the explanation of it.
We may replace T by an open subset to assume that T and T ′ are both smooth over k and ΩT ′ ∼= O⊕dT ′ ,
where d := dimT ′ = dimT . Consider the cotangent sequence
g∗ΩT ′ // ΩZ // ΩZ/T ′ // 0.
Dualizing yields a diagram
(1) F _

0 // G := HomZ(ΩZ/T ′ ,OZ) // TZ // g∗TT ′ ∼= O⊕dZ .
We show that the composition F → O⊕dZ is an embedding. Equivalently we must show that G ∩ F = 0, i.e.
for any open set U , F(U) and G(U) have no non-zero sections in common as subsheaves of TZ . Since TZ is
torsion-free, it is enough to prove that G(V ) ∩ F(V ) = 0 holds on a single open set V of Z.
From now on we may restrict attention to an open subset V ⊂ Z. Doing so, we may replace T , T ′, Z
and X in order to assume that they are affine and smooth (over k). We may further shrink T , T ′, Z and X
to assume that all the sheaves considered are locally free (i.e. F , G, G ∩ F etc), along with all the images,
kernels and cokernels of the maps between them. Finally, since Z → (X ×T T ′)red is a birational morphism,
we may further shrink Z to assume that this is an isomorphism. Under these new assumptions, we show
in the remainder of the proof of point (b) that G ∩ F = 0. As we work with affine schemes, by abuse of
notation, in what follows (in the proof of point (b)) all coherent sheaves denote the corresponding modules
of global sections.
For a closed point t ∈ T ′, denote F ⊗OZ OZt = F|Zt by Ft and G|Zt by Gt. As all the sheaves involved
are locally free, Ft → TZ |Zt and Gt → TZ |Zt are still embeddings, and also (F ∩ G)t = Ft ∩ Gt, which is
locally free of rank equal to that of F ∩ G. Therefore it is enough to show that Ft ∩ Gt = 0 for some fixed
closed point t ∈ T ′ over which Zt 6= ∅.
Fix a closed point t ∈ T ′ from now on for which Zt 6= ∅. Let X ′ := X ×T T ′. We assumed that
Z ∼= (X ×T T ′)red, so there is a surjection of structure sheaves
OX ⊗OT OT ′ = OX ′ ։ OZ .
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Denote the structure sheaf of t ∈ T ′ by Ot (which is isomorphic to a finite extension of the perfect
field k together with quotient morphism OT ′ → Ot). Let Zt and Xt be the schemes Zt := Z ×T ′ t and
Xt := X ×T t = X ′ ×T ′ t.
We get the diagram
OT OT ′ Ot
OX OX ′ OZ
OXt OZt
As OXt → OZt can be viewed as the base-change of the surjective map OX ′ → OZ , we see that it is also
surjective. We also have
(2) HomZ(ΩZ/T ′ ,OZ)|Zt ∼= HomZt
(
ΩZ/T ′ |Zt ,OZt
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ω
Z/T ′ is locally free
∼= HomZt
(
ΩZt/k(t),OZt
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Base change [9, II.8.10]
.
In fact, we claim more: the left and right hand sides of (2) both naturally embed in TZ |Zt , and these
embeddings are equal under the above isomorphism. To see this, note that the two embeddings are equivalent
to
HomOZt (ΩZ/T ′ ⊗OZt ,OZt) →֒ HomOZt (ΩZ/k ⊗OZt ,OZt) ←֓ HomOZt (ΩZt/k,OZt)
and these inclusions come from dualizing the surjections
ΩZ/T ′ ⊗OZt և ΩZ/k ⊗OZt ։ ΩZt/k.
These two surjections are equal under the identification of ΩZ/T ′ ⊗OZt with ΩZt/k.
Furthermore, TZ |Zt can be identified with the sheaf of k-derivations OZ → OZt , which implies together
with the arguments of the previous paragraph that Gt is exactly the sheaf of those k-derivations OZ → OZt
that can be obtained from a k-derivation OZt → OZt by precomposing with the natural surjection OZ →
OZt . Let δ : OZt → OZt be a non-zero k-derivation of OZt , corresponding then to an element of Gt with
image in TZ |Zt being the composition
OZ // //
δ′
))OZt δ // OZt .
If Ft ∩ Gt 6= 0, then by the affineness assumptions, they also have a common non-zero section. So, assume
now that the above considered δ yields 0 6= δ′ ∈ Ft, that is, it comes from a k-derivation d : OZ → OZ in
F by composing d with the natural surjection OZ ։ OZt . By definition the derivations in F are exactly
the ones that are 0 when restricted to OX . In particular, we have a commutative diagram as follows.
OZ

OZdoo
δ′
||②②
②②
②②
②②

OX? _oo

0
xx
γ
||②②
②②
②②
②②
OZt OZtδoo OXtoooo
Let t′ be the image of t in T . Since k is perfect, and k(t′) is a finite extension, k(t′) is perfect too. Hence,
in the factorization k(t′) → k(t) → k(t′) given by the height 1 assumption on T , the composition is an
isomorphism, and hence so is k(t′) → k(t). This then shows that X ×T t ∼= X ×T t′, which then in turn
implies that OX → OXt is surjective.
Since the composition OX → OZt (from the top right corner to the bottom left corner) is 0, δ has to be
also zero as γ is surjective. This is a contradiction, which concludes our proof of (b).
Proof of point (c):
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To prove (c), note that after restricting T and T ′ to be regular, as in the proof of point (b), H is exactly
the kernel of TT ′ → τ∗TT . Since F maps to 0 in φ∗TX , by the commutativity of the next diagram, F maps
to g∗H ⊆ g∗TT ′ (g∗H is a subsheaf of g∗TT ′ because by restricting the base we may assume that g is flat).
TZ //

φ∗TX

g∗TT ′ // g∗τ∗TT ∼= φ∗f∗TT
After shrinking T and T ′ small enough we may also assume that H ∼= O⊕iT ′ , where pi = deg τ , and also that
these form the first i summands of TT ′ ∼= O⊕dT ′ . Furthermore, by the reducedness assumption, deg τ = degφ.
Since, degφ = prkF , rkF = i holds also. Hence, F →֒ g∗H is generically an isomorphism. In particular,
g∗(detH)∗ → (detF)∗ is a non-zero injection, and hence a generator of detH yields a unique non-zero
section of (detF)∗, up to multiplication by a unit of OT . This then defines a unique C, which concludes
the proof of (c).
Proof of point (d):
The proof of point (b) and of point (c) yield with a little more work the present point too. We may
consider the diagram (1) in the global (base) case too, so before restricting T , and its row is exact also in
this case. Then, as G and F are torsion-free sheaves, the proof of point (b) implies that G∩F = 0 holds also
in this global case. So, we obtain an injection F →֒ g∗TT ′ , which factors through g∗H by the proof of point
(c). In fact, for the latter we need to show that g∗H → g∗TT ′ is an inclusion. Indeed, by just looking at
the ranks of H, TT ′ and TT , it is generically an injection, and then using that g∗H is torsion-free we obtain
that it is an injection everywhere.
In particular, by the degree argument in the proof of point (c), the above injection yields a non-zero
homomorphism (g∗ detH)∗ → (detF)∗. This corresponds to an effective divisor linearly equivalent to
g∗(detH) + (detF)∗ = g∗(detH)−D, concluding the proof of point (d).

Remark 3.2. Most likely, Theorem 3.1.(d) is true in greater generality, if one assumes equidimensionality of
f . Probably then it is enough to assume that T and T ′ are normal, using reflexivization at multiple places.
However, we leave the precise checking to the reader, as we do not see an important application of this set
of assumptions at the present time.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We start with arbitrary field extension k′/k of characteristic p, and make reductions
to a more convenient situation.
Let A be an integrally closed subring of k which is a finitely generated Z-algebra, such that there is a
scheme XA of finite type over Spec(A) such that X = XA⊗A k. Let k˜ be the fraction field of A, so that the
generic fiber of XA → Spec(A) is Xk˜. This satisfies Xk˜ ⊗k˜ k ∼= X . By flat base change we have
φ∗KXk˜/k˜
= KX/k.
So we may replace k by k˜ to assume that k is the function field of a normal variety Spec(A) over a perfect
field l.
Next, note that the normalization of X ⊗k k′ is defined over some finitely generated subextension k′′/k.
Therefore we can replace k′ by k′′ to assume that k′/k is a finitely generated field extension.
Now let t1, ..., tn be a transcendence basis of k
′/k. Then let kt = k(t1, ..., tn), so that k
′/kt is algebraic
and kt/k is purely transcendental. Let B = A[t1, ..., tn]. This is integrally closed if and only if A is, because
B → A is base change by l → l[t1, ..., tn], which is smooth. Similarly we see that Xkt is normal and that
KXB/B is the pullback of KXA/A. We are therefore free to replace A,XA, k etc. with B,XB , k[t1, ..., tn].
As a result, we may now assume that k′ is a finite algebraic extension of k (as we assumed already that it
was finitely generated), in addition to k being the function field of a variety over a perfect field.
Now let k′′ be the perfect closure of k within k′. We may decompose k′′/k into a sequence of height one
extensions: k′′ = km/km−1/.../k1/k0 = k (for example by repeatedly adjoining elements a ∈ k′′ \k such that
ap ∈ k). Let Bi be the integral closure of A in ki, and XBi be the normalization of XBi−1 ×Bi−1 Bi. Then
Xki → Xki−1 is the induced map on generic fibers of the XBi → XBi−1 . The required formula comes from
repeatedly restricting the formula of Theorem 3.1 to the generic fibers, and noting that the base changes
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and normalization commute. Finally, we perform a base change by k′/k′′: this is a finite separable field
extension, so we have KX′k/k′ = π
∗KX′′k /k′′ , and the Weil divisor (p − 1)π∗C also has coefficients divisible
by p− 1. 
3.2. Equivalence of our divisor and the conductor. In this subsection, we will prove Theorem 1.2, by
proving that the natural choice of (p− 1)C given to us in Theorem 3.1(c) is in fact equal to the conductor
of the normalization. As a result we can deduce that this conductor will always have coefficients divisible
by p− 1, as in Tate’s formula. This will involve several preparatory commutative algebra lemmas.
Notation 3.3. Throughout Section 3.2, adjoining x and y means adjoining independent variables, and
adjoining anything else means taking the ring generated by those elements inside an existing ring.
Lemma 3.4. Let (B, n) be a DVR with uniformizer s, let D ⊆ B be a subring such that ni ⊆ D for some
integer i > 0, and such that the composition D → B → B/n is surjective. Then D[s] = B.
Proof. Fix b ∈ B. We want to prove that b ∈ D[s]. It is enough to prove that for each integer j > 0, there
is a dj ∈ D[s], such that b − dj ∈ nj . Indeed, then it would follow that b − di ∈ ni ⊆ D, which would
conclude the proof of the lemma.
So, we are left to prove the above claim. For j = 0 the statement is vacuous as we may take dj = 0. So,
we are left to show the inductive step. Consider the image v of v :=
b−dj−1
sj−1 ∈ B in B/n. As the composition
D → B → B/n is surjective, there is a d ∈ D mapping to v. In particular, v − d ∈ n. Hence,
nj ∋ (v − d)sj−1 = b− dj−1 − dsj−1.
Therefore, setting dj := dj−1 + ds
j−1 concludes the inductive step of our claim, and then also the claim
itself.

Lemma 3.5. Let (A,m) be a DVR over a field k of characteristic p > 0, and k[t] be a non-trivial inseparable
extension of k such that tp ∈ k. Assume that A[t] := A⊗k k[t] ∼= A[x]/(xp − tp) is integral, that it satisfies
the property N-1 (its integral closure is module finite over A[t]), and let B be the normalization of A[t].
Then our initial statement is that B is a DVR.
Denote by n the maximal ideal of B, and let u be a generator of n. Our main statement is the following:
(a) First case: if A[t]→ B/n is surjective, then B = A[t, u].
(b) Second case: if A[t]→ B/n is not surjective, then:
i. u can be chosen to be a generator also for m, and hence to be in A,
ii. A/m→ B/n is a field extension of degree p and hence any element of B/n not in A/m generates
this extension,
iii. A[t]/mA[t] is an Artinian ring of length p, such that the kernel of A[t]/mA[t]→ B/n is the radical
ideal of A[t]/mA[t] and the image of A[t]/mA[t]→ B/n agrees with that of A/m→ B/n.
Proof. First we show our initial statement that B is a DVR. Indeed, as A ⊂ B is inseparable, finite and
of height 1, SpecB → SpecA is a homeomorphism. Hence, dimB = 1 and B is also local. Furthermore,
as A ⊂ B is finite, and A is Noetherian, so is B. So B is an integrally closed local Noetherian domain of
dimension 1, which implies that it is a DVR.
According to Definition 2.13, the conductor ideal exists and so there is an integer i > 0 such that ni is
also an ideal of A[t].
We turn now to proving the main statements.
(a) Here we apply Lemma 3.4 by setting D = A[t], and s = u.
(b) We show the statements one by one:
i. By the fundamental theorem of finitely generated modules over a PID and the N-1 assumption,
B has to be a free module over A. As SpecB → SpecA[t] is an isomorphism at the generic point
(see discussion in Section 2.6 about conductors of N-1 rings), it follows that B has to have rank p
over A. In particular, dimK(B/mB) = p, where K := A/m.
Now, consider the field extension K →֒ L, where L = B/n. As the composition A[t] → L is not
surjective, this field extension is not trivial. However, L is a quotient of B/mB by its radical ideal.
So, we have
p = dimK(B/mB) = (dimL(B/mB)) · (dimK L),
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where the second factor is greater than 1. It follows deg[L : K] = p and B/mB → L is an
isomorphism. However, then n = mB and hence u can be chosen to be any generator of m (which
we assume from now).
ii. We already proved the degree p part in the previous point. Then the rest follows using that p is
prime.
iii. Set R := A[t]/mA[t], and let I ⊆ R be the unique maximal ideal (we know there is a unique
one as SpecA[t] is homeomorphic to SpecA). Then R/I is a field sitting as an intermediate field:
K ⊆ R/I ⊆ L. As [L : K] = p, either R/I = K or R/I = L. However, in the latter case
this isomorphism would imply that A[t] → L is a surjection, which we assumed was not the case.
Hence, R/I = K, and then I is the nil-radical of R (as R is Artinian). In particular I has to lie
in the kernel of R→ L (as L is a field), and then I is in fact equal to this kernel. This shows that
the image of the map R→ L is indeed K, which then concludes our proof.

Remark 3.6. Both cases of Lemma 3.5 occur in examples:
(a) The simplest examples are generally of this form. For example, consider the localization at the maximal
ideal (x, y2 + s) of A = k[x, y]/(y2 + x3 + s) where k is a field of characteristic 2 and s ∈ k \ k2, and
take the extension to be k (
√
s).
(b) An example of this type is given by A = k[x, y]/(sx2 + xy2 + 1), where k is a field of characteristic 2
and s ∈ k \ k2. The non-smooth locus is given by the vanishing of y. m := (y) is a maximal ideal of A
because A/m ∼= k[s1/2], and so Am is a regular DVR. Replace A by Am.
Letting t = s1/2, k′ = k[t] and x′ = tx+ 1, we have
A[t] ∼= (k′[x′, y]/(x′2 + (t−1x′ + t−1)y2))(y,x′)
and
A[t]/yA[t] ∼= k′[x′]/(x′2).
If we let u = x
′
y then
B ∼= (k′[u, y]/(u2 + t−1uy + t−1))(y)
where y is still a uniformizer, and B/n = B/yB ∼= k′[s1/4].
Lemma 3.7. Let (B, n) be a DVR with uniformizer u. Let A be a subring of B and suppose we can write
B as B = A[r1, . . . , rd] for finitely many elements ri ∈ B. Assume that there is a ∆ ∈ DerA(B) such that
∆(ri) = u
airi for some integers ai > 0. Then, ∆/u ∈ DerA(B).
Proof. We have to show that for every b ∈ B, ∆(b) ∈ n. However, we may write b = q(r1, . . . , rd) for some
q(x1, . . . , xd) ∈ A[x1, . . . , xn]. Then our assumptions show that ∆(b) = ∆(q(r1, . . . , rd)) ∈ n. 
Lemma 3.8. In the situation of Lemma 3.5 assume also that B 6= A[t], and we are given a ∆ ∈ DerA(B),
such that
(a) ∆/u, as a function B → K(B), does not define an element of Der(B), and
(b) ∆(t) = ua for some integer a > 0.
Let c > 0 be the smallest integer such that nc ⊆ A[t]. Then (p− 1)a ≤ c.
Proof. We present separate proofs for the two cases of Lemma 3.5.
Case (a) of Lemma 3.5:
First note that ∆(u) is a unit in B. Indeed, if it was not, then using that B = A[t, u] (Lemma 3.5),
Lemma 3.7 would give a contradiction.
Let Θ be the following set of integers:
Θ := {j ∈ N>0 | p ∤ j, ∃r ∈ B× s.t. ruj ∈ A[t]}
Θ is not empty because the conductor is non-trivial, that is we know that nc = Buc ⊆ A[t]. Furthermore,
we see that d ∈ Θ for d ≥ c whenever p ∤ d. Let j0 be the minimal element of Θ. We claim that:
(i) If j ∈ Θ then j − (a+ 1) ≥ 0, and j − (a+ 1) ∈ Θ unless p|(j − (a+ 1)).
(ii) a+ 1 ≤ j0.
(iii) a+ 1 ≡ j0 (mod p). In particular, p ∤ a+ 1.
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Note that (ii) and (iii) are consequences of (i), so we only need to prove (i). Suppose that j ∈ Θ and so we
can let r ∈ B× be such that ruj ∈ A[t]. Let q(x) ∈ A[x] be such that ruj = q(t). Apply ∆ to the equation
ruj − q(t) = 0, to obtain:
(3) 0 = ∆(ruj − q(t)) = uj∆(r) + rjuj−1∆(u)− uaq′(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆(A)=0, and ∆(t)=ua
= uj−1(u∆(r) + rj∆(u)) − uaq′(t).
As all three of r, j and ∆(u) are units, so is u∆(r)+rj∆(u). Hence, uj−1 ∈ Bua, and therefore j−1−a ≥ 0.
Applying (3) again shows that j − 1− a ∈ Θ, unless p|(j − 1− a).
Suppose now that c < (p− 1)a. Then, as (p− 1)a− 1 ≡ −(a+ 1) 6≡ 0 mod p according to (iii), we have
(p− 1)a− 1 ∈ Θ. We will use property (i) to derive a contradiction to property (ii).
First we list some elementary properties of the set of integers Nm := (p− 1)a− 1−m(a+ 1):
(iv) p ∤ Nm for any m ∈ {0, ..., p− 2}, and
(v) Nm ∈ {1, ..., a} for some m ∈ {0, ..., p− 2}.
Property (iv) follows immediately from
Nm ≡ −(m+ 1)(a+ 1) (mod p),
for p does not divide m + 1 or a + 1, according to (iii). To see property (v) note first that for any m in
this set, either Nm < 0 or Nm > 0 because p ∤ Nm. Thus for the particular value m
′ for which Nm′+1 < 0
and Nm′ = Nm′+1 + (a + 1) > 0 we must have Nm′ ≤ a (there is such an m′ with m′ ≤ p − 2 because
Np−1 = −p).
To derive the required contradiction, note that property (iv) implies that Nm ∈ Θ for all values of
m ∈ {0, ..., p−2} such that Nm > 0 by property (i), while property (v) produces a contradiction to property
(ii).
Case (b) of Lemma 3.5:
As in Case (a), B is a DVR with maximal ideal (u) and the conductor is equal to Buc, where c is the
smallest number such that Buc ⊆ A[t]. In Case (b), c is also the smallest integer n such that B×uc ⊆ A[t],
because u ∈ A by Lemma 3.5 (b|i). Fix r ∈ B×, and assume that dr is the smallest integer such that
udrr ∈ A[t]. For any r, this satisfies dr ≤ c. We may write udrr =
∑p−1
i=0 ait
i where ai ∈ A and are unique
(as A[t] is a free module over A with generators 1, . . . , tp−1).
Now apply the derivation ∆, p− 1-times, to get:
udr∆p−1(r) = ap−1(p− 1)!ua(p−1)
If ∆p−1(r) is a unit, we can deduce that a(p− 1) ≤ dr ≤ c, which would finish our proof. Thus we need
only prove the following claim:
Claim: There is some element r ∈ B× such that ∆p−1(r) is a unit.
Let L = B/n, K := A/m, and φ : B → L be the natural quotient map. Then we have the diagram:
DerA(B) // DerA(B,L) DerK(L)∼=
oo
∆ ✤ // φ ◦∆
d ◦ φ d? _oo
It is immediate from the definition that the right hand map is injective. To show it is surjective, take some
D ∈ DerA(B,L). D(u) = 0, because u ∈ A, and so the Leibniz rule implies that D(uB) = 0. Thus any such
D does descend to a well defined derivation d ∈ Der(L). d is a K derivation because K is the image of A
under φ.
As we assumed that ∆/u /∈ Der(B), it follows that the element d ∈ DerK(L) with d ◦ φ = φ ◦∆ is not
zero. Thus to prove the claim, it is enough to show that for any non-zero element d ∈ DerK(L), there is
some s ∈ L such that dp−1(s) 6= 0.
We have L = K[z] for some z ∈ L, which exhibits L ∼= K[x]/(xp − v), where 0 6= v := zp ∈ K. One
non-zero element of DerK(L) is
∂
∂x . Because the extension is of degree p, DerK(L)
∼= L, and so d = λ ∂∂x for
some λ ∈ L×. So, it is enough to find s ∈ L, such that ( ∂∂x)p−1 (s) 6= 0. But xp−1 is such an element.

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Lemma 3.9. Let A be an excellent integral ring and K → A a ring homomorphism from a field. Let
K →֒ K1 →֒ K2 be finite field extensions, such that A⊗K K1 and A⊗K K2 are integral. Set B and C to be
the normalizations of A⊗K K1 and A⊗K K2, respectively. Further introduce the following notation:
• C(C/A) is the conductor of A⊗K K2 →֒ C,
• C(C/B) is the conductor of B ⊗K1 K2 →֒ C, and
• C(B/A) is the conductor of A⊗K K1 →֒ B.
Then we have:
(4) C(C/A) ⊃ C(C/B) · C(B/A).
as ideals of C.
Proof. Note that the assumptions that A⊗K K1 and A⊗K K2 are integral are equivalent to requiring that
Frac(A)⊗K K1 and Frac(A)⊗K K2 are the fraction fields of the former two rings. Hence, B is contained in
Frac(A)⊗K K1, and then B⊗K1 K2 in Frac(A)⊗K K2. This shows that B⊗K1 K2 is integral, and therefore
C is also the normalization of the latter ring.
So, the rings considered here are contained in each other as shown on the following diagram.
A A⊗K K1 A⊗K K2 = (A⊗K K1)⊗K1 K2
B B ⊗K1 K2 C
Note also that as although C(B/A) is not an ideal of C (but of B), as C(C/B) is an ideal of C so is
C(C/B) · C(B/A). Recall that by definition:
C(C/A) := {a′ ∈ A⊗K K2 : a′c ∈ A⊗K K2 for ∀c ∈ C}
Then note that C(C/B) · C(B/A) is actually in A⊗K K2. To see this, let
b′ =
∑
bi ⊗ λi ∈ C(C/B) ⊂ B ⊗K1 K2
and let a′ ∈ C(B/A) ⊂ A⊗K K1. By definition of C(B/A), we see that
a′b′ = a′
(∑
bi ⊗ λi
)
=
∑
((a′bi)⊗ λi) ∈ (A⊗K K1)⊗K1 K2
as required. Furthermore, if c ∈ C, then b′c ∈ B ⊗K1 K2, and we just saw that this implies that a′b′c ∈
(A⊗K K1)⊗K1 K2 = A⊗K K2. This completes our proof.

Corollary 3.10. Let f : X → T be a proper surjective morphism which is either
(a) a map from a normal variety to another variety over k, or
(b) the structure morphism of a normal variety over T = SpecK, where K is a field of positive character-
istic.
Let T ′ → S → T be finite base changes such that X ×T S and X ×T T ′ are integral. Let Y and Z be the
normalizations of the latter varieties, with τ : Z → Y being the maps between them. Denote by DZ/X ,
DY/X and DZ/Y the corresponding conductors. Then, we have DZ/X = DZ/Y + τ
∗DY/X .
Proof. As f is proper, it is enough to prove that DZ/X ≤ DZ/Y+τ∗DY/X , and this is exactly the statement
of Lemma 3.9 applied at points of codimension one. 
Theorem 3.11. Using the assumptions and notation of Theorem 3.1, and if in addition f is proper and
X ×T T ′ is reduced, the natural choice of (p−1)C constructed in (c) of Theorem 3.1 is equal to the divisorial
part of the conductor of Z → X ×T T ′ over a restricted open set of T .
Proof. First, assume that the morphism T ′ → T (and therefore also Z → X ) is of degree p, and thus H (and
also F) has rank 1. Let E be the divisorial part of the conductor of Z → X ×T T ′. We shrink T so that
both T and T ′ are regular, E and C have only horizontal components, f is flat and the relative Gorenstein
locus of X → T is relatively big (that is, it is big in every fiber). The latter is possible as X is normal and
hence it has a regular big open set. Using Lemma 2.14 along with base-change of KX/T for flat, Gorenstein
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morphisms [1, Thm 3.6.1] and also point (b) of the present proof, we have E ∼ (p − 1)C ∼ −KZ/X . So,
as f is proper, it is enough to prove that E ≥ (p − 1)C. The latter question is local at the codimension 1
points.
So, fix a codimension 1 point z ∈ SuppC. Then z maps to η (the generic point of T ′). Let x ∈ X be the
image of z. Set then A := OX ,x, B := OZ,z and K := K(T ). Let u ∈ B be a generator of the maximal ideal.
Since K(T ′) is a degree p inseparable extension of K, K(T ′) = K(t) for any t ∈ K(T ′)\K, and furthermore
for all such t we have tp ∈ K. In particular, there is a unique ∆′ ∈ DerK K(T ′), such that ∆′(t) = 1. As
∆′ 6= 0, and dimK(T ′)DerK K(T ′) = 1, ∆′ generates DerK K(T ′) ∼= Hη. In particular, ∆′ also generates
(g∗H)z. Fix also a generator ∆ ∈ Fz ⊆ TZ,z ∼= Derk(B) = Der(B) (where the latter equality is given by
the perfectness of k). Then ∆(t) = wua for some integer a ≥ 0 and w ∈ B×. Replacing ∆ by ∆/w we may
assume that ∆(t) = ua. Now, one can compute the multiplicity of C at z by understanding the equation of
the map ξ : Fz → (g∗H)z . That is, as both are rank 1 free B-modules, ξ is given (up to multiplication by
an element of B×) by a multiplication by ub, where b ≥ 0 is an integer. The multiplicity of C at z is then b.
We claim that a = b. Indeed, ξ(∆) = vub∆′ for some v ∈ B×, as ∆ and ∆′ are generators (as B-modules)
of Fz and (g∗H)z, respectively. The following computation shows our claim
ua = ∆(t) = ξ(∆)(t) = vub∆′(t) = vub.
After these initial considerations, applying Lemma 3.8 to the above situation yields exactly that E ≥ (p−1)C
at z.
Now we prove the general case, i.e. where deg τ > p. In that case, we can decompose τ into degree p
morphisms by repeatedly adjoining elements of K(T ′) whose pth power is in K(T ), and then taking the
normalization of T in the new field. We must show that both the conductor and foliation divisors obtained
by composing two base changes are equal to those obtained by doing it all at once. We show this first for
the foliation divisor. We note that since the whole composition has the property that the pullback of the
total space is reduced, the same holds for all the intermediate steps.
Suppose we have a decomposition of a height 1 k-morphism:
T ′
φ−→ S ψ−→ T
where φ has degree p. LetH be the foliation on T ′ corresponding to ψ◦φ,Hψ the foliation on S corresponding
to ψ and Hφ that on T ′ corresponding to φ. Let Y be the normalization of X ×T S and Z the normalization
of Y ×S T ′. By the universal properties, the composition Z → Y → X is the normalization of X ×T T ′. Use
the names α : Z → Y and β : Y → X for the induced morphisms. Let F be the foliation corresponding to
the morphism Z → X , Fφ be the foliation corresponding to Z → Y and Fψ that corresponding to Y → X .
By shrinking the bases small enough and then discarding a closed set of codimension at least two from the
total spaces, we may assume the following:
(a) All the vertical morphisms are flat.
(b) Hφ ⊆ TT ′ , H ⊆ TT ′ , and Hβ ⊆ TT are subbundles, and then it follows that after pulling back the above
subsheaves stay subsheaves.
(c) α∗ ker (TY → β∗TX ) = ker (α∗TY → α∗β∗TX ). To obtain the latter it is enough to guarantee that the
image of TY → β∗TX is a subbundle. This holds over the locus where both X and Y are regular by
applying [19, last paragraph of Section 38.a] and [13, Theorem in Section 3] to both β and also to the
map ξ : X → Y given by the height 1 assumption. Indeed, assuming that X and Y are regular, the
above references give that both ΩY/X and β
∗ΩX/Y are locally free. However, these sheaves fit into a
commutative diagram with exact row as follows:
β∗ΩX/Y _

β∗ΩX
:: ::✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉
// ΩY // ΩY/X // 0
Using that all the sheaves in the diagram are locally-free, it follows that the image of TY → β∗TX is
β∗TX/Y = β∗Hom(ΩX/Y ,OX ), which is a subbundle, if so is ker(ΩX → ΩX/Y). Now, looking at the
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other similar diagram
ξ∗ΩY/X _

ξ∗ΩY
:: ::✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉
// ΩX // ΩX/Y // 0
shows that this kernel is ξ∗ΩY/X , which is indeed a subbundle.
(d) φ∗ ker (TS → ψ∗TT ) = ker (φ∗TS → φ∗ψ∗TT ). For this, as in the previous point, it is enough to guarantee
that the image of TY → ψ∗TX is a subbundle. However, here we may shrink the bases arbitrarily, so
we may assume it without any worries (the issue in the previous point was that we were allowed to
discard only a codimension at least 2 closed set).
We have a commutative diagram as follows.
TZ //

α∗TY //

α∗β∗TX

g∗TT ′ // g∗φ∗TS // g∗φ∗ψ∗TT ∼= α∗β∗f∗TT
,
For each row, the kernels of the two arrows and the kernel of the composition fit into a short exact sequence.
Using then the commutativity of taking kernel and applying pullback shown above we obtain another
commutative diagram with exact rows as follows.
0 // Fφ

// F //

α∗Fψ

// 0
0 // g∗Hφ // g∗H // g∗φ∗Hψ // 0
.
Further restricting the bases we may assume that all vector bundles in the bottom row are trivial as well
as the extension. So, after also dualizing, we obtain:
0 // (α∗Fψ)∗ ∼= α∗(F∗ψ) // F∗ // F∗φ // 0
0 // Ologp degψT ′ //
OO
O1+logp degψT ′
OO
// OT ′
OO
// 0
.
Taking determinants yields then the following commutative diagram.
detF∗ ∼= detF∗φ ⊗ α∗ detF∗ψ.
OT ′
OO
∼= OT ′ ⊗OT ′
OO
where the left arrow is the map ι giving the C associated to T ′ → T , and the right one is ιφ ⊗ α∗ιψ, where
ιφ and ιψ give Cφ and Cψ associated to φ and ψ, respectively. It follows then that C = Cφ + α
∗Cψ .
The corresponding statement for the conductor is shown in Corollary 3.10.

Remark 3.12. We do not know if the properness assumption in Theorem 3.11 is essential or not. As our
goal is to apply to proper fibrations, we did not investigate the non-proper case.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. The additional statement about equality with the conductor in the geometrically
integral case follows from Theorem 3.11, together with the compatibility (of the divisorial part) of the
conductor with passage to generic fiber and with composition of base-changes. The former compatibility
follows from Lemma 3.8 and the latter from Corollary 3.10. Note that the final separable extension produced
zero contribution to either the conductor or the foliation divisor, and Corollary 3.10 implies that the pullback
of the conductor through this base change remains the conductor. 
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Proof of Corollary 1.3. Denote the nth power of the relative Frobenius/k by Fn : T (n) → T . If we choose
n ≫ 0, then the normalization Y of X ×T T (n) has geometrically normal generic fiber. Thus its general
fiber is normal by Proposition 2.1. The general fibers of X ′ = X ×T T (n) → T (n) are isomorphic to those of
X → T as we work over a perfect field. Let t be a general point of T (n) and let X ′t and Yt be the fibers of
X ′/T ′ and Y/T ′ respectively. Let π : Y → X ′ be the normalization.
We first show that the coefficient of every component of the conductor of Y → X ′ which dominates T
is divisible by p − 1. Let X0 = X , and define Xi to be the normalization of Xi−1 ×T (i−1) T (i). It follows
from the universal properties of product and normalization that Xn = Y. Now by Theorem 3.1 applied to
T (i) → T (i−1) for each i, we see that the horizontal coefficients the conductor are divisible by p− 1.
Next we claim that the normalization of a general fiber of X → T is isomorphic to a general fiber of
Y → T (n). First note that a general fiber of X/T is isomorphic to the corresponding fiber of X ′/T (n)
because we work over a perfect field. The property of geometric normality is open on the base [7, 12.2.4], so
a general fiber of Y → T (n) is (geometrically) normal. This makes it the normalization of the corresponding
fiber of X → T as it is a normal variety which comes with a finite birational map to the fiber of X ′ → T (n).
Finally, we claim that the conductor of the normalization of the general fiber is equal to the restriction
of the conductor of Y → X ′. As X is normal we may shrink X by removing a subvariety of codimension 2
to ensure that X is regular and so ωX is a line bundle. T (n) → T is flat and so ωX ′/T (n) ∼= φ∗ωX/T . We may
further remove a codimension 2 subvariety of X and Y in order to assume that Y is regular. The result of
these restrictions is that we have removed a codimension at most 2 part of the general fibers, which we are
allowed to do.
If we now restrict to any affine subset of our set-up, we saw in Lemma 2.14 that the conductor ideal is
equal to the image of the trace map ζ : HomR(S,R)→ S. The trace map is compatible with restriction to
general fibers by [22, Lemma 2.18], and so we deduce that the global conductor restricts to the conductor
on the general fibers.

4. Geometric consequences
We first apply the theorem to our statement about singularities in fibrations of arbitrary dimensions.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. First recall from Proposition 2.1 that a general fiber of a morphism is normal (resp.
smooth) if and only if the geometric generic fiber is normal (resp. smooth). Therefore by Proposition 2.1
and Lemma 2.2 we may replace “general” with “geometric generic” in the statement of Theorem 1.4.
First let us deal with the case KX ≡ 0. Let X be the generic fiber of f , defined over the field K = K(T ).
X is normal because X is normal. Let φ : Y → X be the normalization of the reduced subscheme of the
base change by K/K, and suppose that Y is smooth in order to obtain a bound on p. By Theorem 1.1,
KY + (p − 1)C ≡ 0 for some non-zero effective Weil divisor C. We know that C is non-zero by [27, 4.2],
because K(T ) is algebraically closed in K(X). By the smoothness of Y , C is Cartier. Fix a general curve
Γ which has positive intersection with C. By applying bend-and-break in the form of [15, 1.13] there is a
rational curve Γ′ which satisfies
0 < −KY · Γ′ = (p− 1)C · Γ′ ≤ dim(X) + 1.
But since C is Cartier, C · Γ′ is an integer and so we obtain the bound p ≤ dim(X) + 2.
Now suppose that ρ(X/T ) = 1 and −KX is ample over T . Let φ : Y → X be the normalized base change
of f : X → T by Frobenius. By Lemma 2.16, ρ(Y/T ) = 1. By Theorem 3.1 we have the formula
KY + (p− 1)C ∼Q φ∗KX
where C is a Q-Cartier divisor which is ample over T , because it is effective and ρ(Y/T ) = 1. Now restricting
to the generic fibres Y and X over K = K(T ), we find that
KY + (p− 1)C = φ∗KX
for some ample Cartier divisor C.
Now, let us pass to K to be able to apply bend and break with bounds on anti-canonical degrees. Denote
the corresponding maps, divisors and varieties by tilde. That is, Y˜ := YK , C˜ := CK and φ˜ : Y˜ → X is the
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induced morphism. Note that C˜ is also an ample Z-divisor. Then we can choose some curve Γ on some
component of Y˜ with
KY˜ · Γ =
(
(p− 1)C˜ − φ˜∗KX
)
· Γ ≥ (p− 1)C˜ · Γ > 0,
and hence by bend and break obtain Γ′ with
−(dim(X) + 1) ≤ KY˜ · Γ′ =
(
φ˜∗KX − (p− 1)C˜
)
· Γ′ < −(p− 1)C˜ · Γ′ < 0.
From this we obtain a bound on p as before, but this time p ≤ dim(X) + 1 because φ˜∗KX · Γ′ < 0.

Next we prove the statements about del Pezzo surfaces:
Theorem 4.1 (Theorem 1.5). Let X be a normal, projective and Gorenstein surface over a field k of
characteristic p > 0, with k algebraically closed in K(X), and such that −KX is ample. If p > 3 then X is
geometrically normal.
Furthermore, if Y is the normalization of the reduced subscheme of Xk, and C is an integral divisor such
that (p− 1)C ∼ −KY/X, then (p, Y, C) is one of the following:
• (3,P2, L)
• (3, Sd, F ) for d ≥ 2
• (2,P2, L)
• (2,P2, C ∈ |2L|)
• (2,P1 × P1, C ∈ |F1 + F2|)
• (2,P1 × P1, Fi)
• (2, Hd, C ∈ |D + F |) for d ≥ 1
• (2, Hd, D) for d ≥ 1
• (2, S2, C), where CH2 ∈ |D + 2F | where CH2 is the birational transform of C
• (2, Sd, 2F ) for d ≥ 2
Here we denote the Hirzebruch surface of degree d by Hd, its fiber and exceptional section by F and D,
and the surface obtained by contracting D by Sd.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let X be as in Theorem 4.1, except that we enlarge k to assume that it is alge-
braically closed in K(X). Assume X is not geometrically normal. Let Y be the normalization of an
irreducible component of the reduced subscheme of X ⊗k k. Let π : Y → X be the natural morphism.
Theorem 1.1 implies that there is an effective Weil divisor C such that KY +(p− 1)C ∼ π∗KX (as Weil di-
visors). As X is not geometrically normal, by factoring k/k via k
1
p∞ /k and applying [27, 4.2] we obtain that
C 6= 0. Let g : Y ′ → Y be the minimal resolution of Y , and let g∗(KY + (p− 1)C) = KY ′ + (p− 1)CY ′ +∆
where CY ′ is the birational transform of C and ∆ ≥ 0 is integral (because X is assumed to be Gorenstein).
In [23, 1.2], Reid gives the following short argument which shows that Y ′ has the structure of a KY ′-Mori
fiber space. Let L ∼Q −(KY ′ + (p− 1)CY ′ +∆) be a representative such that the pair (Y ′, L) is klt, which
exists because L is nef and big. There is an extremal ray R which is negative for KY ′+L ∼Q −(p−1)CY ′−∆
by the cone theorem, because CY ′ 6= 0. As L is nef, R is also KY ′-negative. R contains some rational curve
Γ, but we claim this cannot be a (−1)-curve and so R gives a Mori fiber space structure. For suppose Γ
is a (−1)-curve. Then Γ cannot be contracted over Y by definition of the minimal resolution, and so by
the projection formula Γ · L > 0. But this is an integer, which contradicts (KY ′ + L) · Γ < 0. Thus Y ′
has a Mori fiber structure, and so either satisfies ρ(Y ′) = 1 and therefore is P2, or it has ρ(Y ′) = 2 and
is a P1 fibration. Assuming we are in the latter case, we show that the base B is P1, in which case Y ′ is
either P1 × P1, or Hd. As ρ(Y ′) = 2, NS(Y ′) is generated by a general fiber F and any multisection. As
−(KY ′ + (p− 1)C +∆) is big and nef,
0 < −(KY ′ + (p− 1)C +∆) · F = (KY ′ + F + (p− 1)C +∆) · F
= deg(KF ) + ((p− 1)C +∆) · F = −2 + ((p− 1)C +∆) · F
This implies that (p− 1)C +∆ contains at most one horizontal component, and that has degree 1 over the
base. Suppose (p− 1)C +∆ = D+ V where D is integral of degree 1 over the base and V is vertical. Then
0 ≤ (KX +D+ V ) ·D = KD˜ + V ·D. This implies deg(KD˜) < 0, which implies that D˜ (the normalization
of D), and therefore the base, is rational. Suppose on the other hand that (p− 1)C +∆ = V is vertical. As
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ρ(Y ′/B) = 1 ,we can replace V up to numerical equivalence by a Q-divisor to assume that (Y ′, V ) is klt.
For ǫ sufficiently small, −(KY ′ + (1− ǫV )) is ample, and so there is a horizontal (KY ′ + (1− ǫ)V )-negative
extremal ray. By the cone theorem this must contain a rational curve.
The presence of p further limits the possibilities, which we now work out. We find all possibilities for
effective Cartier divisors CY ′ 6= 0 and ∆ on Y ′ which are consistent with the above construction.
If Y ′ = P2 then (p, Y, C) is one of the following, where L is a line:
• (2, P2, L)
• (2, P2, C ∈ |2L|)
• (3, P2, L)
For Y ′ = P1×P1, if we label fibers of the two projections by F1 and F2, the possibilities for (p, Y, C) are:
• (2,P1 × P1, C ∈ |F1 + F2|)
• (2,P1 × P1, Fi)
Lastly suppose Y ′ = Hd. Pic(Hd) is generated by the exceptional section D and fiber F , which satisfy
D2 = −d, D ·F = 1 and F 2 = 0. As Pic(Hd) is 2-dimensional, there are exactly 2 extremal rays correspond-
ing to Hd → Sd and the Mori fiber contraction. Thus Y is either Hd or Sd. A divisor on Hd is nef if and
only if its class can be written as AD + BF where A ≥ 0 and B ≥ Ad. In addition, if we want AD + BF
to be big, we need A > 0 (by intersecting with a fiber). We may write KY ′ = −2D− (d+2)F and suppose
CY ′ ∈ |aD + bF | and ∆ = a′D. Note that if a′ > 0 then D is contracted over Y and so Y is Sd. Our task
is now to find all a, b, a′ and p which satisfy:
(5) 2− (p− 1)a− a′ > 0
(6) d+ 2− (p− 1)b ≥ d(2 − (p− 1)a− a′)
Equality holds in (6) if and only if (KY ′ + (p − 1)CY ′ +∆) ·D = 0, which happens if and only if Y = Sd.
Also, if d = 1 then we must have Y = H1, as S1 ∼= P2 which is its own minimal resolution.
The restriction 2− (p− 1)a− a′ > 0 allows us to split into the following three cases:
(a) When a = a′ = 0, the second inequality becomes 2 − (p − 1)b ≥ d. The only way to satisfy this
(with b 6= 0) is by setting (p, a, b, a′, d) = (2, 0, 1, 0, 1). But these numbers give equality in the second
inequality and d = 1, and this combination is not allowed as discussed above.
(b) When a = 1, a′ = 0, p = 2, the second inequality becomes 2− b ≥ 0 and so b ∈ {0, 1, 2}.
i. If b = 2, equality holds and so Y = Sd. For d > 2, Sd is not canonical and so in these cases we
would have a′ > 0. Therefore the only case which arises here is S2. This gives:
• (2, S2, C) where CY ′ ∈ |D + 2F |.
ii. When b = 1 or 0 we get:
• (2, Hd, C) for d ≥ 1 where C ∈ |D + F |.
• (2, Hd, D) for d ≥ 1.
(c) When a = 0, a′ = 1, D is contracted over Y , because a′ = 1. The second inequality gives (p− 1)b ≤ 2,
but here we must have equality. This gives the possibilities:
• (3, Sd, F ) for d ≥ 2.
• (2, Sd, 2F ) for d ≥ 2.

Finally we come to the corollaries which are immediate consequences of our other results:
Proof of Corollary 1.6. As stated in the introduction, this follows immediately from Corollary 4.1 via the
argument in the proof of [11, 5.1]. Note that while Hirokado classifies the singularities which occur on the
general fibre of a fibration of relative dimension 2 under the additional assumption that the base is a curve,
Schro¨er extends this to arbitrary base in [25]. In particular, it is shown in [25] that the geometric generic
fiber has only rational double points as singularities and that these satisfy the same restrictions on their
dual graphs as stated in [11] and used in the proof of [11, 5.1]. 
Proof of Corollary 1.7. This follows from applying [4, 4.8] to a resolution of the base change to the algebraic
closure of k. 
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Proof of Corollary 1.8. This is a special case of Theorem 1.4 because a curve is smooth if and only if it is
geometrically normal, and a smooth curve with KC ≡ 0 has genus 1. 
5. Kodaira vanishing
First we prove Theorem 1.9, which implies Kodaira vanishing on Gorenstein del Pezzo surfaces of char-
acteristic p ≥ 5. This proof does not rely on our earlier results.
Proof of Theorem 1.9. Suppose that H1(X,OX(−L)) 6= 0. We derive a bound on p depending on the
dimension of X .
By Grothendieck duality H1(X,OX(−mL)) = H−1(X,ω•X/k ⊗ OX(mL)). As X is S2, using [20,
Prop 3.3.(6)] we obtain that the cohomology sheaves Hi(ω•X/k) vanish for i > −2. Hence, Serre van-
ishing yields that H−1(X,ω•X/k ⊗ OX(mL)) = 0 for m sufficiently large, which in turn implies that
H1(X,OX(−mL)) = 0. As we assume that H1(X,OX(−L)) 6= 0, this yields some m such that the Frobe-
nius action Fr∗ : H1(X,OX(−mL)) → H1(X,OX(−pmL)) on the fpqc sheaves has a non trivial kernel.
Given this, Theorem 2.11 produces a purely inseparable cover f : Z → X of degree p from a G1, S2 variety
Z satisfying
KZ = f
∗(KX −m(p− 1)L).
Let π : Zν → Z be the normalization of Z. Let C1 be the conductor on Zν . Then KZν + C1 ∼ π∗KZ
by Lemma 2.14 and using that Z is G1 and S2. Let Y be the normalization of an irreducible component of
the reduced locus of Zν ⊗k k¯, with morphism g : Y → Zν . According to Theorem 1.1, there is an effective
Weil divisor C2 such that
KY + C2 ∼ g∗KZν .
Letting ∆ = g∗C1 + C2 and g ◦ π ◦ f := h, this gives:
(7) KY +∆ ∼ h∗(KX −m(p− 1)L),
where Y is a normal variety over the algebraically closed field k¯, and KY +∆ is a Q-Cartier Z-divisor. Let
C be a general complete intersection curve on Y . By its generality, C is contained in the smooth locus of
Y , and is not contained in Supp∆. We may fix a point c ∈ C which is not contained in Supp∆. By bend
and break [14, p 143, Thm 5.8] C can be deformed to find an irreducible curve Γ containing c satisfying
m(p− 1)h∗L · Γ ≤ −h∗(KX −m(p− 1)L) · Γ = −(KY +∆) · Γ
≤ 2 dim(X)−(KY +∆) · C−KY · C ≤ 2 dim(X)
−KY · C
−KY · C = 2dim(X).
But L and hence also h∗L are ample Cartier divisors, so h∗L · Γ is a positive integer. Thus the inequality
implies that m(p−1) ≤ 2 dim(X) (resp. m(p−1) < 2 dim(X) if −KX is ample). That is, p ≤ 2 dim(X)m +1 ≤
2 dim(X) + 1 (resp. p < 2 dim(X) + 1 if −KX is ample).

In the next two propositions, we prove slightly more general versions of Theorem 1.10.
Proposition 5.1. Let f : X → T be a morphism from a projective, normal and Gorenstein 3-fold with
isolated singularities, to a smooth curve over a perfect field k of characteristic p ≥ 5, such that f∗OX ∼= OT ,
−KX is f -ample, and for all closed points t ∈ T :
(a) Xt is irreducible,
(b) OX ((−Xt)red) is Cartier.
If L is an ample Cartier divisor on X, then H2(X,OX(KX + L)) = 0. If furthermore p ≥ 11, then as
k-vector spaces:
H1(X,OX(KX + L)) =
⊕
t ∈ T closed point,
(Xt)red is non-normal,
H1
(
Xt,−L|Xt
)
6= 0
(
R1f∗OX(KX + L)
)
t
,
where all the summands are Artinain and non-zero.
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Proof of Proposition 5.1. We use the assumptions on p ≥ 5 in Step 1, Step 3 and Step 4 and the assumption
p ≥ 11 only in Step 6 and Step 7. As the H2(X,KX+L) = 0 statement is shown in Step 4, our assumptions
on p are valid.
Step 0: For each i and each quasi-coherent sheaf F on X over T we have an exact sequence:
(8) 0 // H1(T,Ri−1f∗F) // Hi(X,F) // H0(T,Rif∗F) // 0.
Indeed, let E2p˜,q = R
p˜Γ(Rqf∗F) be the (p˜, q) entry of the Leray spectral sequence. As T is a curve, E2p˜,0 = 0
for p˜ ≥ 2. However, the differential drp˜,q (on the r-th page, for r ≥ 2) goes Erp˜,q → Ep˜+r,q+r−1. Hence, using
that it exists only for r ≥ 2, drp˜,q = 0 always, so the spectral sequence degenerates on the E2-page.
Step 1. Fix a closed point t ∈ T . Set G := (Xt)red. In this step we show that for any integer j > 0:
H0 (jG,−L|jG) = 0, where jG denotes the natural closed subscheme associated to the divisor jG. At the
same time, we also show that if G is normal, then H1 (jG,−L|jG) = 0 also holds.
By our assumption, G is Cartier. Hence, for each integer j ≥ 2 we have an exact sequence
0 // OG(−(j − 1)G− L) // OjG(−L) // O(j−1)G(−L) // 0,
inducing another exact sequence for i = 0 or 1:
Hi(G,OG(−(j − 1)G− L)) // Hi (G,OjG(−L)) // Hi
(
G,O(j−1)G(−L)
)
.
Hence, to conclude this step, by applying the latter exact sequence inductively, it is enough to show that
Hi(G,OG(−jG − L)) = 0 for all j ≥ 0 and for i = 0, 1, where in the i = 1 case we also assume that G is
normal. In the next paragraph we prove the this latter claim:
As G is irreducible, G|G ≡ 0, and hence jG + L|G is ample for j ≥ 0. Hence, we obtain the required
vanishing for i = 0 by the properites of ample divisors on reduced varieties, and for i = 1 from Theorem 1.9.
Step 2. In this step we show that R2f∗OX(KX + L) = 0.
Fix a closed point t ∈ T . As Xt is irreducible and Gorenstein, Xt = iG for some integer i > 0. Hence,
Step 1 tells us that H0 (Xt,−L|Xt) = 0. So, by Serre duality
0 = H2 (Xt,OXt (KXt + L|Xt)) = H2 (Xt,OXt (KX + L|Xt)) .
Finally, cohomology and base change concludes this step.
Step 3: Here we show that R1f∗OX(KX +L) is supported exactly on the finitely many closed points for
which (Xt)red is not normal and H
1(Xt,KXt + L|Xt) 6= 0.
Cohomology and base-change and step 2 tells us that the base-change map
k(t)⊗R1f∗OX(KX + L)→ H1(Xt,KXt + L|Xt)
is an isomorphism. Then, Step 1 tells us that the latter group is zero whenever (Xt)red is normal. Further-
more, Theorem 1.5 tells us that the general fibers of f are normal.
Step 4: We conclude the proof of H2(X,KX + L) = 0:
According to (8), it is enough to show that H0
(
T,R2f∗OX(KX + L)
)
= H1
(
T,R1f∗OX(KX + L)
)
= 0.
The former follows from Step 2, and the latter from Step 3.
Step 5. Reduction to H1(T, f∗OX(KX + L)) = 0.
According to (8), if we showed H1(T, f∗OX(KX + L)) = 0, then we would have
H1(X,KX + L) ∼= H0
(
T,R1f∗OX(KX + L)
) ∼= ⊕
t ∈ T closed point,
(Xt)red is non-normal,
H1
(
Xt,−L|Xt
)
6= 0
(
R1f∗OX(KX + L)
)
t
,
where we used Step 3 for the last isomorphism, and where all
(
R1f∗OX(KX + L)
)
t
are Artinian and non-
zero.
Step 6. Here we prove that f∗OX(KX/T + L) is an ample vector bundle.
For this step we may assume that k is algebraically closed by base-extending to k as ampleness (and all
the other properties we have) are invariant under separable base-extensions.
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We also note that f∗OX(KX/T +L) is torsion-free as it is the pushforward of a torsion-free sheaf. As we
work over a smooth curve this means that f∗OX(KX/T +L) is indeed a vector bundle. Also, from this step
we use the assumption p ≥ 11, which means by Corollary 1.6 that the general fibers of f are smooth.
Below we prove that f∗OX(KX/T + L) is ample. The main idea is to use [21, Proposition 3.6]. Using
this proposition directly yields only nefness of f∗OX(KX/T +L). To turn this into a proof of ampleness one
needs to perform a little perturbation, which boils down eventually to the following base-change:
Choose an effective ample Q-divisor A on T such that
• N := L− f∗A is ample,
• the denominators of A are not divisible by p, and
• SuppA does not contain points over which f has singular fibers.
Let π : S → T be a Galois cover by a smooth projective curve such that π∗A is a Z-divisor, and π is not
ramified over the closed points t ∈ T for which Xt is singular. Define Y := X ×T S, and let g : Y → S and
τ : Y → X be the natural morphisms.
We claim that we may apply [21, Proposition 3.6] to g and τ∗N . Indeed:
• τ∗N is Cartier as so is π∗A.
• τ∗N is nef and g-ample as as so is N .
• As f is relatively Gorenstein, so is g, and hence Y is Gorenstein too. Furthermore, then KY =
KY/S + g
∗KS = τ
∗KX/T + g
∗KS . In particular, −KY is ample/S, and the index of Y (which is 1) is
prime-to-p.
• Y is normal, because over the non-normal fibers of f , τ is e´tale.
• The general fiber of g is a smooth del Pezzo surface, so it is globally F -split by [8, Example 5.5] as the
characteristic is greater than 7.
• H0(Ys,O(KY/S + τ∗N)|Ys) = S0(Ys,O(KY/S + τ∗N)|Ys) for general s ∈ S, using that the general fiber
is globally F -split.
• g is flat as S is a smooth curve
• [21, Proposition 3.6] is unfortunately stated requiring that Rig∗O(KY/S+τ∗N) = 0 for i > 0. However,
in the proof of [21, Proposition 3.6] only the following two weaker conditions are used. First, to obtain
the necessary base-change properties at fibers over general points, by cohomology and base-change [9,
Cor III.12.9], it is enough to chose in the proof the general point from the locus over which all degrees of
cohomologies are constant. Second, to guarantee the connection between fiber powers and the original
family, it should be true that if M is a line bundle on Y , g(n) : Y (n) → S is the morphism from the
n-times fiber product with M(n) being the line bundle induced on Y (n), then g(n)∗ M(n) ∼=
⊗
n g∗M
should hold. However, it turns out that for this statement no vanishing is needed, flatness is enough as
shown in [16, Lem 3.6].
Summarizing, [21, Proposition 3.6] applies, and it yields that g∗OY (KY/S + τ∗N) is nef. Therefore,
g∗OY (KY/S + τ∗L) ∼= OS(τ∗A) ⊗ g∗OY (KY/S + τ∗N) is ample. However, flat base-change ([9, III.9.3])
tells us that
g∗OY (KY/S + τ∗L) ∼= τ∗f∗OX(KX/T + L).
This then implies that f∗OX(KX/T + L) is ample too using [17, 6.1.2-6.1.8].
Step 7. Concluding the proof.
According to Step 5, we only need to show that H1(T, f∗OX(KX + L)) = 0:
H1(T, f∗(ωX ⊗OX(L))) ∼= H1(T, ωT ⊗ f∗(ωX/T ⊗OX(L)))︸ ︷︷ ︸
ωX∼=ωX/T⊗f∗ωT , and the projection formula
∼= HomT (ωT ⊗ f∗(ωX/T ⊗OX(L)), ωT )︸ ︷︷ ︸
Serre duality on T
∼= HomT (f∗(ωX/T ⊗OX(L)),OT ) = 0︸︷︷︸
Step 2

Proof of Theorem 1.10. The assumptions of Proposition 5.1 are implied by those of Theorem 1.10, and so
the conclusions follow. 
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